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ePortfolio Rubric

Skill Exceptional
20 points

Effective
15 points

Acceptable
10 points

Unsatisfactory
5 points

(Did not
turn in an
ePortfolio)

0 points

Student
Score

Response to
ePortfolio

Assignment

Followed all of
professor’s
directions;

completed the
assignment;
added extra

material.

Followed most
of the

professor’s
directions;

completed the
assignment.

Did not follow
most of the
professor’s
directions or

failed to
complete part

of the
assignment.

Disregarded
professor’s

directions and
failed to

complete a
significant part of
the assignment.

Did not
complete

the
ePortfolio

assignment.

Organization
 
avigation

Superior
presentation,
easy to follow,
images and 
paragraphs 
align in content.
Navigation is
easily found on
menu tabs. 
 
 
 
 
 

Did not
complete

the
ePortfolio

assignment.

Attractiveness

Graphics,
colors, font size
attractive and
easy to read:
enhances the

portfolio

Graphics,
colors, font

size
appropriate.

Graphics,
colors, font size

slightly
distracting or
adds little to
the portfolio

Graphics, colors,
font size

distracting and
difficult to read:

detracts from the
portfolio

Did not
complete

the
ePortfolio

assignment.

Personal
Reflection

Excellent
evaluation of

personal
strengths and
weaknesses.

Accurate
consideration
of personal

strengths and
weaknesses.

Somewhat
superficial

consideration
of personal

strengths and
weaknesses.

Shows little
interest in own

work.

Did not
complete

the
ePortfolio

assignment.

Grammar
Flawless

grammar and
punctuation.

Very few
grammar and
punctuation

errors.

Some grammar
and

punctuation
errors.

Several
grammar and
punctuation

errors.

Did not
complete

the
ePortfolio

assignment.

Total
points

Student: Date:

Course: Grade:

Instructor:

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text
Mostly organizedsome images orparagraphs outof order, menuand tabs may not be so clear or easy to find.Overall, functional.

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text
Fairly organizedlayout, content isn't always in order and can be confusing.Some pages are not in order of assignment, but content is still found.May be more than onepage per assignmentin menu.

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text
Images or text missing from pages, incompletecontent.Navigation is messywith too many pageslisted for the same assignment or nopages in menu at all.

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text
& Navigation

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text

MayaEKoenig
Typewritten Text
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